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a spectrum condition and affects 
people in different ways. 

Autism is…

CONTEXT 01

*INFORMATION SOURCE: NATIONAL AUTISTIC SOCIETY

It affects how they communicate, 
experience and interact.



2,800,000
people

If you include their carers, 
autism is part of daily life for

1 in 100
more thanThere are 700,000 autistic 

people in the UK, that’s

*DATA SOURCE: BEYOND AUTISM



who often have to navigate a complex system of services 
and supports, while also managing their own emotional 
and practical needs

family members, friends, or dedicated individuals

Cares are…
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It is a long, arduous, lonely and silent 
journey that carers travel, long before 
any recognition comes with diagnosis.



People and their 
carers seek autism 
assessments for 
various reasons...

CONTEXT 01

*INFORMATION SOURCE: FACEBOOK GROUP



Autism assessment 
unlock support…

Legal document
A proof for requesting special education 

service, disability accommodation and 

government allowance

Guidance
A framework for schools, communities 

and medical institutions to offer 

specialised support

CONTEXT 01
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Pre- 
assessment



Children aged 5-11  
are too young to 
advocate for  
themselves…

CURRENT SYSTEM 02

Child



Child Carers

Carer exert greater effort 
to navigate the complex 
system and advocate for 
their child…
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Carers Health Service

Navigate the medical 
system
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For carers…
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For carers…
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For health service…
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*INFORMATION SOURCE: NHS



For health service…
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What will be the next step to be taken?

We are working extraordinarily hard 
to keep pace with rising demand.

CURRENT SYSTEM 02

Carers

Health Service

Carers struggle to navigate the 
complex medical system alone…



Carers School

Advocate for support at school
CURRENT SYSTEM 02



For carers…
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For carers…

*INFORMATION SOURCE: FACEBOOK GROUP
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* Information source: 

For schools…
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* Information source: 

For schools…
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* Information source: 

For schools…
CURRENT SYSTEM 02

*INFORMATION SOURCE: NATIONAL EDUCATION UNION



Special needs is beyond crisis in schools, 
it’s sucking the money from budgets!

CURRENT SYSTEM 02

School does not believe me, so my 
little one is not receiving any support.

School

Carers

Carers find it hard to advocate 
necessary help at school…



CURRENT SYSTEM 02

Unsupported

Too young to advocate

Demand capacity gap

SEND funding crisis

Pre-assessment support is crucial



provide autistic children and their carers 
with the pre-assessment support they 
need to navigate the complex system and 
advocate for support with ease?

How might we
INSIGHT 03



A comprehensive support platform that empowers 
carers, schools and health service to collaborate 

effectively and support children with special needs.



Navigation
Reduce uncertainty and provide 
a sense of agency

01

Communication
Streamlining communication 
between stakeholders

02

03
Synchronisation 
Timely information sharing and 
ensure effective support

VALUE PROPOSITION 04
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Carers
benefit from…

VALUE NETWORK 05
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Carers
benefit from…
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VALUE NETWORK 05

can have increased confidence in navigating 
the system and advocating for their child.

Carers



Children
benefit from…

VALUE NETWORK 05



Children
benefit from…
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Children

VALUE NETWORK 05

can have a greater chance for learning and progress, 
ultimately developing to their full potential.



Schools
benefit from…

VALUE NETWORK 05



Schools

VALUE NETWORK 05

can be empowered to provide effective support, 
ultimately leading to better outcomes for these students.



VALUE NETWORK 05

Health 
Service
benefit from…



Health 
Service

VALUE NETWORK 05

can improve work efficiency, speed up the assessment 
process and bridge the demand-capacity gap.
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VALIDATION 06

With carers, schools 
and health service…



“It is a good idea to have a space to keep a 
journal of your child’s strength and needs! 
Because in appointments and meetings I 
always forget to mention important 
information.”

*FEEDBACKS FROM FACEBOOK GROUPS

VALIDATION

With carers
06



“Definitely having a log from clinicians of 
everything they did, everything they 
offered and what they said - vital for 
evidence.”

*FEEDBACKS FROM FACEBOOK GROUPS

VALIDATION

With carers
06



“Great to have like a kind of visual 
representation of a timeline or a journey, so 
that I can see what I need to go through to 
get the outcome, know where I’m at on the 
on the journey and how to get to the next 
step.”

*FEEDBACKS FROM INTERVIEW

VALIDATION

With carers
06



“Yes, a big part of the journey is trying to tie 
in all the different assessments and reports 
from school, occupational therapy, speech 
and language therapy, and presenting it to 
the local authority for an EHCP 
assessment.”

*FEEDBACKS FROM INTERVIEW

VALIDATION

With carers
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VALIDATION

With school

SENCO Network
Facebook group

06



VALIDATION

With school

SENCO Network
Facebook group
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“As a SENCO I know how challenging it can be deciding how 
best to speak to parents…”

VALIDATION

With school

Hannah Cresswell
SENCO
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VALIDATION

With school
06

Hannah Cresswell
SENCO



“I thought it it's a really good idea. Because parents 
find it very difficult to navigate the system with autism 
assessment, and I can speak from my experience of 
being a parent of an autistic child, and I found it very 
hard to navigate the system. So I can imagine how 
hard it is for parents who don't work in CAMHS 
already.”

With health service
VALIDATION

Dr Sian Holdridge
CAMHS Staff Grade Doctor, Getting Help Team 

South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust

06



With health service
VALIDATION

Dr Sian Holdridge
CAMHS Staff Grade Doctor, Getting Help Team 

South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust

“I was wondering how the schools will feel about. 
There's quite a lot of documentation that they would 
be required to do. I think they might be a little bit 
worried about the amount of reports and things that 
they have to upload. So I just wondered if there was a 
way to just streamline that.
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With health service
VALIDATION

Dr Sian Holdridge
CAMHS Staff Grade Doctor, Getting Help Team 

South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust

“I noticed that the app requires CAMHS to say where 
the patient is in the waiting list. And I think you might 
have some issues from getting those dates from 
CAMHS, because we don't really like to give waiting 
dates and waiting times because if urgent cases 
come up, we sometimes have to prioritize other cases. 
So you may have issues with CAMHS, giving they don't 
want to be pinned down on dates.”
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With health service
VALIDATION

Dr Sian Holdridge
CAMHS Staff Grade Doctor, Getting Help Team 

South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust
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Future Vision
support all neurodivergent 

individuals and their families/carers

VISION 07

Current Mission
support carers of autistic 

children aged 5-11
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Thank You!
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